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Repression and control
Former U.N. Ambassador to speak at BSU conference
by ADn Heater.
The University News,'P 1>LITICAL REPRESSION AND
Social Control in 1984" will be
the topic of a conference sched-
-uled at Boise State University on Jan. 24
. and 25.
The conference is part of a year-long
lecture series entitled "1984 and Beyond",
which addresses themes from George
Orwell's book 1984.
The conference will feature prominent
scholars and policymakers discussing issues
of repression at home and abroad. There is
no admission charge.
The intent of the conference is to analyze
overt and covert forms of repression as they
exist in the world today. Frequent themes
from Orwell's book, which will lie add-
ressed during the conference, include:
• What ought to be the relationship be-
tween individuals and the state?
• Why do people permit a repressive society
to develop?
• What fomis might such a society take?
• How do those who shape the' systems
obtain and maintain power?
• Is repression an avoidable condition of
political power, and, if so, what measures
should we take to avoid it?
Language control
Six scholars also will make presentations,
in addition to the major addresses by
Young and Shevchenko.
Shevchenko is a.last-minute replacement
for Sen. Frank Church, who currently is
gravely ill and hospitalized at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering. Cancer Institute 'in New
York.
Young will open the conference Jan. 24
at 8 p.m, in the SUB Ballroom. Young has
been involved in public policy issues and
social change as a clergyman, civil rights
leader, congressman, ambassador and now
mayor.
On Jan. 25, three scholars from the
University of California at Berkeley will'
make presentations. They are Robin
Lakoff, Jerry Skolnick, and Paul Rabinow.
Dr. Robin Lakoff, a professor in the
Berkeley Department of Linguistics; will
speak about the use of language as a means
of social control.
Dr. Paul Rabinow, an associate
professor of the Department of Anthro-
pology at Berkeley, will speak .about
institutions. in society that subtly repress.
individuals. .
Dr. Jerry Skolnick, chairman of the
Center for the Study of Law and Society at
Berkeley will talk about the Bill of Rights as
,a guarantee. against repression.
The keynote speakers for the. conference ,'. Those sessions will'begin at 9 a.m, inthe
will be Andrew Young, former U.S: . SUB Ballroom. BSUPoliticial Science
embassador to theUnits9 Nations· and Department Chairman Willard Overgaard
e;urrently the mayor of Atlanta, Ga., and . will give thcnvelcoming address. , ,
,former Soviet ambaSsador and under" '. 'Jhe afternoon session willbeginat1:30
secretary general of t,heUN, Arkady p.rn;' With a ~iitinute fUm byBSU
Sbevchenko. The ,two represented oppOsite students,' led by Michael, Willis. The' film
views in the 1970s~ " explores .the Outaeomes of ponti~ re-
Youngto speak
pression through interviews with repre-
sentatives from affected groups. The
interviewees include migrant workers,
Japanese-Americans;' Polish immigrants,
and prison inmates. Each having
experienced repression, they will discuss
what it means to them economically,
politically, and socially.
Panelists for the afternoon session
include Dr. E. Bradford Burns, Dr. Charles
Kegley Jr., and Dr. Richard Starr.
Repression
Dr. Burns, chairman of the Department
of History atthe University of California at
Los Angeles, will speak on repression in
, 'Latin America.
Dr. Kegley, Jr., chairman of the Depart-
ment of Government and International
Studies at the University of South Carolina,
will talk about repression and U.S. foreign
policy. . ,
Dr. Starr, associate director of the
Hoover Institute at Stanford University,
will speak on repression in Eastern Europe.
The conference will conclude with a
major address by Shevchenko, beginning at
8 p.m, in the SUB Ballroom,
.Shevchenko's address will be entitled "A
View From the Kremlin. " Shevchenko was
Soviet ambassador to the U.N. from 1973
until his defection to America in 1978.
The highest ranking Soviet official ever
to defect, Shevchenko frequently analyzes
Soviet affairs for national television net-:
works and national news magazines.
The annual Frank Church Public Mfairs
Conference is supported by funds raisc:d bv
the Frank Church Chair of Public MfairS.
More infOl'lilation, abOut the conference is
available by caIIinl3SS-IS63 •
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A salute to
Boise State Broncos
front First Security Bank
Collect a piece of Idaho pride!
~5,()()().$24,999 $25,000 or $500-$4,999 No
Deposit More Deposit Deposit Deposit
Any Buckle FREE 2 FREE 57.95 512.95
Now, for a limited time when you open a savings,
checking or certificate account with qualifying
amounts, or add to an existing savings or certificate ac-
count with qualifying amounts at First Security Bank,
. "Free buckle only with qualifying deposit. Consult chart for details.
you will receive free, or at a special price", your choice Offer limited to individual accounts while supplies last. Supplies are
of these exclusive collegiate buckles from The New limited and exclusive to First Security Bank.
Idaho Buckle Collection. These solid brass··, expertly ""Silver buckles and buckle plaques available by special order at the
handcrafted buckles depic:t emblems from Idaho col- new accounts desk. Other designs not shown here are also available.
leges and. universities. These collector items are hand Sales tax will be added to all buckle purchases. Substantial penalty for
cast from sand molds and carefully hand finished. Each early withdrawal on certificate accounts.
comes in a suede leather pouch with individual serial To Idaho, with Pride: The New Idaho Buckle Collection,
number and registration certificate, _ only at First Security Bank.
For details on how to get your collegiate or other handsome Idaho buckle, just visit any First Security Bank office.
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Caml!us news
Keiser outlines university's future
f'sho
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BSU President Dr. John Keiser empha-
sized excellence in education and' technolo-
zical advancement as the maln goals forthe
university through the '1980s, during his'
StateoftheUniversity address on Jan: 9.
Keiser said: that he has committed .the
university to resisting "the establishment 'of
additional community colleges in Idaho on
the grounds thatIt would subdivide (and)
disintegrate the state and this region even
more than it is."
. Keiser also advocated-srrengthenlng the
vocational-technical education program on
campus, despite recommendations by the
Idaho Association of Commerce and
Industry that the vo-tech program be
turned over to a community college system:
Several goals were outlined in the
30~minute speech to faculty. and staff
members. nsu will continue to strive for
better organization within the .various
schools, and will continue to study the large
number of proposals for expansion of the
graduate-education program, he said ..
Public service and' .research .will be
emphasized, to allow students to "expand
their views of entrepeneurship beyond the
private, profit sector, to include the search
for creative solutions to pressing social
problems."
Toward that goal,Keiser called for an
increase in the amount of published
research material from faculty members.
Richard Mabbutt, director of the Univer-
sity Research Center, will head a committee
to establish a $1,000 prize for the fa~ulty
member who has published the most
significant piece of'research in the past few
years. The first award will. be presented
next fall.
Another goal for BSU in the near future,
Keiser said, will be to increase the emphasis
on .computer literacy. ~The faculty task
force. on computer literacy has re-
commended' an addition to the 1985-86
university catalogue that will require every
potential graduate to successfully complete
an examination of computer skills as it
relates to the individual's particular field of
study. .\
Stating' that technology, computers, and
satellites are vital to the advancement of
higher education, Keiser has made the use
and advancement of high technology a
major goal in the future of BSU.
"To compete effectively in delivering
higher education without them (computers)
would be similar to trying to survive as a
contractor with a workforce skilled with
shovels, while others use bulldozers."
To symbolize his dedication to the
increased use of computer technology,
.Keiser has encouraged'. the administration
to purchase two .c~)lJlpu'ter-controlled,
lighted, and-animated marquees, which will
be sponsored by companies whose name
will appear on them. The marquees will be
placed on Broadway Avenue' and on
capitol Boulevard' to deliver various uni-
versity messages to passersby.
Other proposals outlined. by Keiser
include a plan to develop. a laboratory to
study computer-assisted instruction. With
the help of other schools, the military, and
ssu 'Presldent Dr. John Ketser outuned g~aIs f~r the university In his recent State of the
University address. .
and local businesses. According to Keiser,
"The idea is so appealing that we should be
forced to do it in spite of ourselves." This is
a long-term goal that is still in the planning
stages at this time, he said.
Addressing the: issue of the budget,
Keiser said the $108.3 million requested for
all of higher education by the State Board
of Education is "Reasonable, justified, and
deserving of support." .
As he did in a speech last fall, Keiser
continues to support the state sales tax as a
means to raise funding for education. He
doesn't favor increasing the tax, but says,
"The sales tax simply must" not be
- reduced ... those who think it should be
reduced will simply drive' wealth, oppor-
tunity, and new jobs out of the state."
Keiser also instructed his vice-presidents
and deans to develop alternative methods
,of creating capital for the -exansion .of the
university. .
College bowl needs some quick minds
competition and bonus questions are special exhibition matches. The first will be
. reserved for the team that answers the held Jan. 17 '. between the Student
preceding toss-up question correctly. Residential Life .. ·staff and' the Student
The varsity sport of the .mind, the .This year,BSU teams wilI be competmg Union Building staff at 5:30p.m. in .the
College. Bowl, is back atBSUfor another for a total of $300 in scholarship money, SAGABO<ird Dining Room. :
season . .: ' . . with $150 going to the first-placevteam, . The second match will be between the
,The College 'Bowl is a fast-paced, ,,'. $100 for second and $SOfor·third. The, .·SSUAdministrators.and theBSU Deansz':
question-and-answer game played between winning team, in the double.elimiIl~tion'.Associate Deans in the Union Street Cafe at
two teanisof four students each. r '.' tournament, plus two all-star players, will . 12:1S p;in.onJan. 18. _
. Thegllme is played in halves, each laSting go on to represent BSU in the regional, Registration packets and practiceques- :
sevento¢ight minutes. The emphasis is on '. toumamenrln Tacoma, Washington. Win· tionS' canbe:picked up in tIle Student
" quick recallo( facts and .entertainmentfor ~ers ,there will proceed to t,tational campeti. ,A.ctirities Qf.fictton th~ seqmd.floor .of the.'
·bothplayersand the audience. tion. All BSU clubs ahd organizations are . Student Union ·Building.Registrati()nfor
i Points arc scored by correct answers to,' urged to. registe( for .the ~Il}~titi~n.; I!. i~' •s,w~ent ..~t ~d,s}an~ 27"and "campus ..;
qUl1Stions.The questions, cpver a Wide :,recommendeathat teams i)eacademlcaily.·'competltlbn>wlll'be beld .. from.·Feb.·
variety of subjects, incluc.fu1g' literature, .:.wellrQunded, withmembe~havingvarying ....6-1lin·the.BigFouuoom oftheSUB.~·,- ,
science, ;history" dfiUJill;,' spOrtS and ,art. :-: backgrounCisandiniciestS;· •.~" ' ..;:c ..:: :~FodUiditionai'ihrormationcontactthe
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Hewlett-Packard, Keiser hopes to prepare a
grant that will finance the equipment that
will be needed for the newIab, which will
be located in the old gym.
Proposals to begin experimental courses
in computer graphics are being considered,
with the long-range goal' of offering a
degree in computer graphics in the near
future.
The emphasis. on computer technology .
.may someday lead to a center for computer
technology building on campus. The
proposed center would house the University
Research Center e.. Educational Media Ser-
vices, :the departments of Physies and
Engineering, Geophysics and Engineering,
Management, and any departments nom
the School of Business that deal with the
management of technology.
The center will be funded initially bya
combination of federal and private funds.
Additional funding could" be provided
. through sub-contracts with the government
Atademit .•·.D~••.··&::..•.•·•.~A=-.···•• ~""""""""'~ .... n
Davis talksabo'utfunding, 1984 lectures· : - , '.. ;
by Rick "Iemt
The University News
Charles Davis, chairman of the .BSO
English Department, is an active particl-
pant in the discussions' on improving
Idaho's. higher education. . .
University News reporter Rick Bernt'
talked to Davis' about his concerns for
higher education and possible legislative
actions that would affect BSU.
Q: As English Departmentchalnnan, what
-classes do you teach? .
A: .I teach' a variety of classes. I teach
English-Inl, British Novel, and Interdisci-:
: plinary Humanities. There are several other'lf~~r;~.I could teaCh.' buthav. e ~ot. done
.Q: ·In Ught of lowered pubUc high school·
English standards, do you think remedial
IEnglish classes should be offered to
,Incoming coUege freshmen?
.A: Yes,1 think we ought to offer some kind
of help. Really, we have several options.
. :The worst choice would be to only offer
.one entry level for everyone. The English
Department tries to offer several entry
levels to accomodate different abilities. If
you do away with that, then you really
change the nature of the entry levelcourse
for everyone, not just the poor or the better
students. So, given that, what you have to
do is have some entrance standards and say
that some people cannot enter. Or, we have
to have some special help for people who
have deficiencies. I strongly favor the latter
eourse. '
Q: Is the English Department willing to
.make allowances for students with dyslexiil
or other le8rnlng disabilities? Will these
students be allowed to take oral ~xamlna-
tlons? .
A: We would consider that on an individual
basis. We have recommended in the past
that blind students take' Fundllmentals of
Communication, which is essentially a
speech class. This could substitute for
English 101. So far, no students have
accepted this because they do not want any
special treatment. They want to jump the
same hurdles as everyone else. So, for such
students, we would consider their situation
on an individual basis.
Q: How was the State Board of Education
involved in the recent state task force on
education? How were you Involved?
A: I simply testified at the meeting. I know
that whatever recommendations the task
force makes, the State Board of Education
will address. The Task Force on
Excellence in Education primarily made
recommendations for the public high
schools. There were some suggestions'
concerning the area of remedial programs,
as mentioned earlier.
Specifically, in regard to universities, they
raised the issue of funding. Whether or not
the state should pay for such courses, or if
of contest. There should not be ariy:contest.
We feel we are ontheir side. We would like
to feel they were on our side, too.
But, being on the side of the employer
means. having a·· positive .plan. If the
Governor's .Task Force· results in the
adoption of a concrete plan, .then that can
only be good for the university.
Q: Then the Governor's Task Force on
Education Is Just In anlnltlal stage?
A: Not really. There have been many things
that have happened. The Committee •on
Excellence has made many good sugges-
tions. The Idaho Association of Commerce
and Industry have made some good
suggestions, too. To the extent that people
see the need to pay attention to education, 'I
think this is good. Obviously, not everyone
is going to agree with every detail in a single
plan. There will be things they want to be
different. But, I think just having some
positive steps being made will definitely
help in the area of university morale .
My experience at Boise state is that the
faculty here is comprised of'very committed
people. While their morale is not fantastic
at the moment, it was never as depressed as
it could have been. There has been some
comment that more funding is needed to
ncourage the good faculty to stay on here.
However, having a good teacher leave is
not the worst thing that can happen. The
, worst thing that can happen is to have a '
good professor stay and become a poor one
because he becomes disenchanted.'
Q: We understand you initiated the 1984
Lectnre Series. What benefits will these
lectures have for Boise State students?
A: Actually, Jan Widmayer and Helen
Lojek are doing the work. At one point, 1
suggested we do something special. They,
however, have done all of the detailed
planning.
There are many ways I think the lectures
will benefit Boise State students.' For one
thing, we are going to have some people of
stature lind caliber who have never been on
campus before. Students will hear speakers
of national prominence. A result of this will
be t~t students will receive a more cultured
and well-rounded education.
Also, 1984 is a significant year,' I think,.
to pause -and truly look at our society.
There were some things predicted for 1984
which we do not want to see happen. Are
we on our way to such developments? Have
we avoided them? How do we like our
society in 19841
We will be exploring different areas in
these lectures - economics, environment,
literature, business, and so forth. The
lectures have been divided into a wide range
of academic interests. I think the .lecture
series will help make' I984 a more enjoyable
and positive year for all of us.
· English DepartmentChairmaoDr.Cbaries Davis speaks at Idabo Association of
Commerce and Industry Task Force on Edncatlon pubUc bearing. Photo by Katbleen L.
Kohlwey . ,
the student should help pay, was discussed.
They have come to a tentative conclusion
that they have a shared responsibility with
the individual student.
They anticipate thatby·1988.,when the
new high.' school' graduation, requirements
have been in effect for one year and a whole
class has graduated in accordance with
them, no student should need remedial
training. I do not think the problem will be
·resolved that simply. At that time, we will
start phasing it) student changes. The state
will pay part of it. The students will have to
pay the remainder. .
Q: Do you think both stndents and
professors will. have a more positive
atdtnde as a'result of the Governor's Task
Force on Education for the FJghtles?
Will the overall attitUde in the area of
education become more positive?
A: I certainly hope so. Part of the problem
is funding. I know that is an old story. But,
when educators see their percentage of the
state budget being reduced, they make
certain inferences. The problem is not
merely money. Along with that is a certain
amount of rhetoric.
Unfortunately, the state legislature must
consider itself an employer. They are
.employers, but only in a limited sense. An '
. employer has a responsibility not only for
the welfare, but for the attitude, of their
people, Legislators like to talk about
budgets in terms that are, perhaps uninten-
tionally, demeariing to their employees ..
Therefore, state employees and employ-
ees in higher education get the impression
that we are a burden to the legislature. They
would rather prefer to think that we are not
here. But, since we are visible, they will
have to do something about us.
If the legislature had a positive plan and
told US they could only fund it now, that
would help us greatly .
The legislature, however, does not have a
positive plan;
If we knew they had a goal and we had a
part of it; would probably turn things
around' quite a bit. As it is, when
education gets something, we do get it, but.
they would rather not have given it.
. However, the. legislature also has prob-
lems and conflicts. they have to resolve
among themselves. some people on the
oth~r .hand, do have _education as a top
priority. But, so often, they give the
impression that they are not on our side.
They give the impression that there is !1kind
B.S.U. SPECIAL
r------~BRING A FRIENDCOUPON--'-----,
I Two ..for ..One Admission Special
(WITH COUPON ONLY)
(EXPIRES FEB. 29th 1984) 2 for $1.25
Good~lthru ThU"daVSloa.m~ 12 p.m.
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Health ..sciences career opportunities vary
by Bill Barrett '
The' University News
Medical, dental, arid radiologic tech-
nologists may have the most challenging
and academically-oriented 'health-riIated
occupations, but the best job opportunities
remain in nursing, according to BSU
placement record statistics.
Dick Rapp, director of Career Planning
and Placement at, BSU said, "Placement
success for people graduating in the health-
sciences fields is outstanding whether they
use our services or not.' ~
Nationwide, both the demand for people
in the health-science professions and the
response has been high and steady for
decades.
Lately, however, "Health-science enroll-
ments are generally deadening nationally,"
says Con Colby, chairman for the BSU
Allied Health Department. "This is unex-
plainable because the jobs are generally
there."
Nurses' training is the least complicated
in terms of time and mobility and a job is
still practically guaranteed-hence the high
enrollment, placement and employment
figures, Colby says.
Unlike other majors, nurses' resumes can
virtually be written in advance, in accor-
dance with graduation requirements, so
that as graduation time nears they do not
Stress management
Dr. Martin Seidenfeld will present a
one-day workshop, "Stress Management
for Secretaries," from 9 a.m. to 4 p.rn. on
Tuesday, Jan. 31 at the Red Lion-
Downtowner, the first in a series of Boise
State University-sponsored non-credit
workshops designed especially for secre-
taries.
While secretarial work can be pleasant
and stimulating, it also can be demanding,
frustrating, even 'infuriating. Workshop
participants will learn to: return' certain
problems to their rightful owners, reinter-
pret events in less tension-producing ways
and .use' deep relaxation techniques to
restore a sense of peace. They also ~i11 take
self-scoring quizzes, do small group work
and actively practice their new skills.
Seidenfeld has conducted workshops and
seminars throughout the United States and
Europe. He teaches for Boise State and
conducts a private clinical and consulting
practice. ,
Other workshops planned for secretaries
are "Improving Communication Skills" on
Feb. 28 and "Editing and Proofreading"
'on March 20. For more information,
contact BSU's Continuing Education
Office at 385-1709,
candidates spend a certain amount of block
time for credit as 'interns with combined
credits .from BSU and another university.
After four years a student could consider
,\
I
\
that he has the equivalent of a pre-med
degree, says Colby.
'Medical-assistant occupations, such as
respiratory therapy, radiologic technology
and nursing, all have on-the-job training
for the bulk of college time.
Bessy Turk graduated from BSU last
April. She is employed full-time at St.
Lukes Regional Medical Center 'as a
radiologic technician. ,
Turk says that she wasn't sure when she
first began her health-science education
how she would like the field of radiologic
technology. Undergraduate intern work in
radiology is not considered job experience
by potential employers, she says.
Computerized tomography is a proce-
dureUtilizing moderifX-ray equipmeIi'rand'
scanning devices that focuses X-rays only
on the part of the body being treated. This
minimizes the danger to the patient from
radiation.
"The whole new technology age has been
exploited in computer technology," says
Johann Vahey, associate dean of the
School of Health Sciences.
But the degree of computer knowledge
required for any of these fields is relatively
'minute, says Colby. In fact, most practical
'fields require' only that amount 'of
computer knowledge equivalent to knowing
how to operate a pocket calculator key-
board, Colby says.
Computerized tomography is a procedure utilizing modem X-ray equipment and scanning
devices that focuses X-rays oniy on the part of the body being treated. Photo by Russ P.
Markus
have .to contend with preparing' for
interviews or filing applications, Rapp says.
Other programs, such as medical tech-
nology, for example, require that degree
,EOlployntent briefs ' ,
The workshop's cost is $55, which
includes lunch. To register, send your
name, address, telephone number and
workshop fee to Non-Credit Programs,
Office of Continuing Education, Boise
State University, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83.725. Registration is due by
JaIi.25: ' r," '
Managing yourself
Managing Yourself, a course teaching
behavior principles which will develop
habits improving job effectiveness, and
satisfaction, will be taught by Roy Glen,
BSU associate professor of management,
beginning Jan. 26. Classes from 6:30-9:30
p.m. in room 154 of the Science-Nursing
Building will continue Feb. 2, 9, and 16.
Cost for the seminar is $125 or $130 for
CEU credit.
" "How to Design and Write a Marketing
Plan" taught by Douglas Lincoln, chair-
of the BSU Department of Marketing and
Administrative Services, will be conducted
STUDENTS,~
Your BSU Student ID Y.
is worth money to you.
Present your StudentID attheRam between Zpmand 4pm
daily and purchase draft beer at Happy Hour Prices.
Remember
Mondays * Our great tasting gourmet burgers are (Buy 2
and get the second one for only $1.00)
Tuesdays * Wheel of Fortune Night at the Ram from
8pm until Midnight. Enjoy all Well Cocktails at specially
reduced prices. (A spin of the wheel every halfhour
. determines Well Drink prices.)
The Ram 1555 Broadway: Music and Dancing Wed-Sat from
9pm until closing. NO COVE~" ever. (Pool is still just 25~):'~~e"R~M
A FULLVUCEHSEOfATING ~O ORINIClNGEStA8lJSHMENr'
Jan. 31 and Feb. 7 from 6:30-9:30 p.m. in
room 154 of the Science-Nursing Building.
The class costs $85, or $90 for CEU credit.
presented in Boise at the Red Lion
Riverside on Friday, January 20,8:30 a.m,
to 4:30p.m. The workshop leader, Fred
Beisse, is a Senior Instructor of Computer
and Information Science at the University
of Oregon. This activity is designed for
persons desiring an introduction to
computers and their applications.
The fee is $75 for each participant. A
special rate for four or more from the same
firm, agency, or institution is $70 per
person. For more information call (503)
754-2677.
Computer basics
A one. day, workshop on "Computer
Fundamentals for Managers" will be
THE BENCH COMMISSION, INC.
Furniture' & Appliances, Antiques & Appraisals
343-125'1 :121 S. ROOSEVELT. ROISE.IDAHOH3i05
'\,BOISE'S OLDEST & LARGEST BUY, SELL· TRADE
Whatprogram on campus
exchanges students to 36
states at BSU tuition rates?
.~
.ssu
~
theN ationalStudentExchange!
Informatiorravailable at '
~'Rooms 204 ..6, SUB:
Calendar .'
Thursday, January 19
Anthropology Club Meeting, 2:30, p.m.,
Clearwater Room, SUB, new members
welcome, non-majors encouraged.
Friday, January 20
Faculty Concert, James Hopper, Con-
stance Speake and J .. Wallis Bratt, 8:15
p.m., SPEC, tickets $4 general, $2 seniors,
BSU students and personnel free.
Beach Party Dance, 8 p.m, to 1 a.m., SUB
Ballroom,sponsored .by BSU Scuba Club,
admission $3 in regular attire, $2 in "beach
attire!'
Lust Day to Register Except by Petition
Saturday, January 21
Opening Day, "On -and Off the Wall:
Shaped and Colored," Boise Gallery of
Art, 10 a.m. to 5 p.rn., through Feb. 26,
admission $1 general, $.50 students.
Sunday, January 22
~~~~~~
Monday, Ianuarv ~3
Registration by Petition Only, $50 late
registration fee.
Tuesday, January 24
Conference, "Political Repression and
Social Control in 1984," keynote speech by
Mayor Andrew Young, 8 p.m., SUB
Ballroom, free.
Wednesday, January 25
Conference, "Political Repression and
Social Controlin 1984," keynote speech by
Arkady Shevchenko, former Soviet Am-
bassador to the U.N., 8 p.m., SUB
Ballroom, free.
'Top tube
Thursday, "anuary 19
10:00 p.m. Great Performances, "The
Cunning Little Vixen," New York City
Opera Company performs Leos Janaeck's
opera in English, with costumes and
scenery by Maurice Sendack. KAlD-4.
Friday. January 20
10:00 p.rn, Austin City Limits, Ray
Charles and Lee Greenwood perform some
of their favorite hits, KAlD-4.
Saturday, January 21
, 10:30 p.m. All t he King's Men,
Broderick Crawford, John Ireland, Anne
Seymour, story of a Southern governor
who inaugurates a reckless, . corrupt
administration destined for eventual
failure, from Pulitzer prize-winning novel
by Robert Penn Warren, KIVI-6.
Sunday, January, 22
8:00 p.m, Diamonds are Forever, Sean
Connery, Jill St. John, Lana Wood. James
Bond adventure has gadgets, women and
the usual unfathomableplot, KIVI-6. ,
10:58 p.m, The Mouse That Roared,
Peter Sellers, Jean Seberg, David Kossoff.
The Grand Duchy (if Fenwick, facing
bankruptcy, declares war on the U.S. so it
can be defeated and then rehabilitated by
the Americans, KIVI-6.
Monday, January 23
- 8:00 p.m, Frontline, "We Are Driven," .
a look at the true picture of Japanese labor
relations, KAlD-4.
Tuesday, January 24
8:00 p.m. Nova, "Anatomy of a
• Volcano," KAID-4.
9:00 p.m. American Playhouse,
"Pudd'nhead Wilson," Ken' Howard,
Mark Twain's literary work on pre-Civil
War racial prejudice involves mistaken
identities, murder, deceit and mystery,
KAlD-4.
Wednesday. January 25
8:00 p.m. A Walk Through the 20th
Century, "T.R. and His Times," Bill
Moyer talks with biographer David
McCullough about Theodore Roosevelt,
KAlD-4.
Radio rave'
Thursday, January 19
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Tears for
Fears, The Hurting, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Friday, January 20
5:00 p.rn. Afterwork Special, The Night-
hawks, Jacks and Kings, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Saturday, January 21
7:00 p.m, Rock Music Special, Debarge,
2 hrs., KFXP-FM, 95.
Sunday, January 22 _
11:00 p.m, Off the Record Special, Eddie
Money, 1 hr., KBBK-FM, 92.
Monday, January 23 .
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, David
Sanborn, Taking Off, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, January 24
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Richard
and Linda Thompson, Shoot Out the
Lights, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
On stage
The Bouquet: Hi-Tops
Crazy Horse: TVDK
'Pengilly's: Longshot
Red Lion Downtowner: Price
.Sandpiper: Jeff Shaffer -
Tom Gralney's: Swank and Strickland
Whiskey River- The Doctors
6' the 'U;;iveT$itYNews'fhurSdaY, Jan~ '·19, 1984
. ,
Dance workshop
Nafisa, a mid-eastern dancer from Twin
Falls, will be the instructor in a workshop
presented by the Rasheda Dancers on Saturday,
Jan. 21, atthe YWCA, 720 W. Washington St.
from 10a.m, to 3 p.m. ,
The workshop will teach Egyptian cabaret
dances as well as folk dances from several
mid-Eastern countries. Beginners are welcome.
The workshop fee is $20 for pre-registration
or $25 at the door. Door registration will begin
at 9:30 a.m, For more information, call Tina at
, 362-2490 or Tashera at 336-3353.
Repression' in video
, Project P.R., a videotape on personal and
political repression, will be shown Jan. 24 at
1:30 p.m, in the SUB Ballroom in conjunction
with the "1984 and Beyond" lecture series.
Project P.R. was produced and directed by a
group of communications students. According
(0Michael Willig, executive producer and
director, the tape consists of a series of four
interviews dealing with repression.
Inmates at the Idaho State Penitentiary, a
Japanese-American, a recent immigrant from
Poland, and a migrant worker are the subjects
of the interviews. Willig says the tape is not a
political platform, but instead deals with
personal experiences and adjustments.
The tape will be available for viewing later
from BSU Educational Media Services, and a
national network is currently negotiating for a
broadcast contract, according to Willig.
Coffee at concert (
Capuccino Concerts, a new coffeehouse
music series sponsored monthly by the Student
Programs Board, will kick off its spring
program with the music of contemporary
classical pianist John Aikins.
He will appear in the SUB Ballroom
Thursday, Jan. 26, at 8 p.m. Admission is free
to the public and coffee and tea will be
available. , '
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ar.Recorder, cello, and piano concert
BSU music department faculty members
James Hopper, Dr. Constance Speake and J.
Wallis Bratt will be the featured performers in a
Faculty Faculty Artists Recital on Friday, Jan.
20 at 8:15 p.m, in the SPEC.
Hoppe, a principal clarinetist with the Boise
Philharmonic for 31 years, is an associate
professor teaching recorder and clarinet, in'
addition to woodwind techniques and .
fundamentals of music.
He will begin the program with J .B. Loeilet's
Sonata, Op. 3 No.2 on the recorder,
accompanied by OeorgeThomason on guitar.
Bratt will perform Suite No. 6inD Mai,orfor'
s~
fc
Sl
ax
Unaccompanied Cello, by Bach,
Bratt has been the principal cellist with the
Boise Philharmonic for 12 years. He also
teaches cello.
, Speake hasperformed as a soloist, chamber
musician and accompanist throughout the
country and will join Hopper lUldBratt as
pianist in Trio for Clarinet,' Cello and Piano
by Max Bruch. .' ,
Tickets Corthe performance can be purchased
at the door and are $4 for adults and $2 for ~
children and senior citizens. BSU students and
personnel are admitted free,
,;: ,-,I." .. -"'1-''':' .' .~.,. '_
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Off the wall exhibit at BGA
"On and Off the Wall: Shaped and
Colored", an exhibition to be shown at the
Boise Gallery of Art from Jan. 21 through Feb.
26, is the first major survey of a new body of
art centered in California.
The exhibit, which was put together by the
Oakland Museum, demonstrates how artists in
California are currently experimenting with
. color and form. Recent work by 18 artists from
all parts of the state are included. some of the
work was done specifically for the exhibition,
including installations, ensembles and other
.works not easily classified.
A color catalog for this exhibition will be
available in the Gallery, which is open Tuesday
through Friday from 10a.m. to 5 p.m. and on
weekends from noon to 5 p.m, Suggested
admission donation is $1 for adults and $.50 for
senior citizens, children and students .
Spring classes at BGA
Boise Gallery of Art winter classes start
Tuesday, Jan. 31.
Five classes and one special workshop are
offered. Complete information is available at
the Gallery, 670 S. Julia Davis Drive, or by
calling 345-8330. . .
Children's classes being offered are: .
"Adventures in Painting" for ages 5-8 on
Tuesday afternoons; "What is Color and How
. does it Work?" for ages 8-11 on Thursday
afternoons, and"Sculpture and color for
Children" for ages 8-11 on Saturday
afternoons.
Adult classes are "Exploring Pastel and
Oil/Acrylic Techniques" on Tuesday evenings
and "Uninstructed Life Drawing" for ages 18
and older, also on Tuesday evenings.
Watercolorist Dwight Williams will offer a
special workshop, "Continued Watercolor,"
for intermediate and advanced students, on two
Saturday afternoon, March 3 and 10 for ages 16
and older. .
Science fiction .films
The "1984 and Beyond" film series will run .
Jan. 27-29 in room 1120fthe Education.
Building, beginning at 7 p.m, each night.
- The German filmMetropolis and Just
Imagine, a British science-fiction musical set in
i980, will lead off the series Friday, Jan. 27.
The British film version of H.G. Wells' novel
The Things to Come is set in the year lO55 and
will be shown Saturday, Jan. 28 ..1t will be
paired with The Day the World Stood Still.
THXl138 is George Lucas' first film and stars
Robert Duval. It will be showilSunday, Jan. 29,
followed by Dark Star, a science fiction satire
directed by John Carpenter. .
All movies are open to ,the public and tickets
are $2.50 generill admission, and $1 for , .
students, senior, citizens and BSUpersonnel.
IReview
'Lonestar ' good show
by Valene Mead
The University News
D'or (pronounced dee-or) Enterprisesand
Theater Artists Group (Tag) are producing
Laundry and BourbonandLonestar, two
one-acts written by James McLure in the
Subal Theatre. Tag too the shows' to
Ashland last summer, and Tag Director
David Lee-Painter said they wanted to give
Boise a chance to see them.
Well, I say them, having been allowed to
sit in on a first dress rehearsal. While some
elements, like the lighting, were not yet in
·place, things were far enough along to give
a good idea of what the finished product
will be like.
Laundry and Bourbon is the first of the
two, and depicts the conversation of three
women in a back yard outside the' small
town of Maynard, Texas, during an
afternoon of folding laundry and drinking
bourbon.
Elizabeth, played by Shannon Ragland,
is waiting for her husband to return from a
two-day absence. Ragland's character is
understandably depressed, but reflects
none of the tension of her situation. When
intensity is called for, he character slips,
losing accent and mannerisms. In fact, her
listlessness tends to spread, giving the
whole show a flat feeling to it.
Hattie, played by Violet Lynch, is
Elizabeth's best friend, who spends most of
her time trying to cheer her up. Hattie has
most of the good punch lines, and Lynch
runs with them. Her character is lively,
cynical and down-to-earth, interspersing a
wide range of emotions with adept comedy
and making the transitions smooth .:
Amy Lee Fullernoy is Hattie's nemesis.
The two characters are almost mirror
images, right down to the same dress. Amy
Lee is played by Lorena Davis, who holds
her own in keeping up with Lynch's Hattie.
Nancy and David Lee-Painter co-dir-
ected Laundry and Bourbon. But much of
the directing seems loose, as though they
were afraid of stepping on each others' toes
in bringing together the characters and the
action. Consequently, the play has several
weak spots.
the set, and lighting are done by the same
people for both shows. The set design by
Chris Anderson is simple, clean and clear .
The lighting was designed by Jon Langrell.
Lonestar, the second show of the pair is
about three men outside a bar in a small
town in Texas, spending the night talking
about a 1959 pink Thunderbird convertible
Theatre' .:
- .
.and drinking Lonestar beer.
Roy, played by Mark Hrbik (pronounced
Rib-bek) who is Elizabeth's missing hus-
band in Laundry arid Bourbon is the main'
character. Two years after returning from
Vietnam, he still hasn't been able to get
back into his life, and he doesn't under-
stand why.
Hrbik's character is broad, intense and
believable. His unpredictable bouts of
anger are unnerving.
Ervin Shoemaker as Roy's little brother
Ray is easily the most enjoyable character
of the evening. His reactions, mannerisms
and Texan accent are the most consistent of
the show.
Ray is always the same, whether he's
being the butt of Roy's barbs or confessing
great disaster, or dispensing worldly advice
to Cletis "Skeeter" Fullernoy ..
Cletis is the third character in the
Lonestar trio, played by Joe Jacoby.
Jacoby's character is the proverbial wimp
trying to be cool. His fear of Roy is
perfectly understandable and wen por-
trayed.
Lee-Painter's direction is tight and
low-key, allowing for powerful character-
izations.
Laundry and Bourbon and Lonestar
{together function as two acts of a single ply
but both shows are easily capable of
standing alone. All told, they are worth
seeing together, but Lonestar carries most
of the merit.
The shows are being presented Jan. 18
through 21 and Jan. 25 through 28 in the
Subal theatre, curtain at 8:15 p.m, Tickets
are $4 general admission and $2.50 for
students and senior citizens. Reservations
are available at 338-9390.
"Terms' endearing film
- . . . .
. . . '; . - . - I -. -
by Brian Mason
The University News
Terms of Endearment currently playing
at the 8th Street Marketplace, jumps into
high gear with the opening sequence.
It's got lots of big stars' in it-Jack
Nicholson, Shirley Macl.aine, and Debra
Winger, who keep the pace rolling.
Macl.aine is Aurora Greenway, a women
who finds something resembling happiness
by attempting to control just about
everyone around her. Her daughter,
Emma, played by Winger, loves everyone
with a fierceness, despite the fact that her
·brain occasionally seems to be having a
food light. And. Nicholson is former
astronaut Garrett Breedlove, one of only
106 very goofy. people in the entire world.
These and other characters were instantly
and easily identifiable and lovable. They
were .so ordinary and so wonderful, I
wished I could say the things- they said.
. They expressed their. love for each
other, and they did it llkeriooneelse was
watching, but they weren't ashamed 1)1' it.
If you go, and you really should, you'll'
find outif Emma Will marry the man her
mother objects to herseeing, as well as
. whether. or not~reedlove's shock-attack
manners.' will. keep .him, forever isolated
· from Aurora,his next-door neighbor •..... _
. Terms is a story of lives filled not .with.
Hollywood PYrotechnic .tragedies, but with-
..
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the little things that are thorns in everyone's
flesh such as running out of money at the
supermarket check-out or having your
mom tighten your bra straps before you
leave the house.
The humor sprinkled. througholltthe
movie ranged from subtle to side-splitting •
If I had to classify. this movie as anything,
I'd call it a comedy. A comedy about love
that had the audience laughing for two
hours.
But just like real life, not everything in
this movie is funny. And when it was sad,
almost everyone in the house' was more
than a little misty.
For the course of the movie, viewers are
.treated to the sight of five or six special
people growing older together, their love
tested by regular things." And how' they
respond, how they change or don't change,
is what makes this a movie college students
should see with their folks •.
If you haven't seen a good moviellltely,
see Terms. It's got "the f-word" a couple
of times, and . overall' the' content is
something most high-school' kidS would
;find uninteresting, b\lLas a·paintingof
.common '.people .who show' uncommon
love, .Terms succeeds.' .
r •
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The thrillofskiingwithoutagonyoftl"le feet
,I
"Freedom from
Smoking" clinic
You, too, can flap your poles and ~y. These exercises will tell you how.
position for five seconds and repeat with
opposite leg. Stretch out each leg five times.
Lower Back Stretch. Lying on your back,
bring both knees to your .chest, Grab each
leg below the knee and pull both slowly
toward your shoulders. Hold this stretched
position for five seconds and relax. Repeat
for a total of five.
Upper Trunk Stretch. Lie on your
stomach and push your upper body off the
mat to a position where your arms .are fully
extended. Concentrate on keeping your
pelvis and hips on the floor. Hold for five
seconds. Relax. Repeat for a total of five.
Lower Leg and Heel Stretch. Stand
about three feet from a wall, extend your
arms and lean toward the wall until your
palms touch. Now, bend your elbows and
try to touch your nose to the wall, keeping
both feet flat on the floor. Hold the stretch
for five seconds. Relax and repeat for a
total of five.
Now you are ready for the dynamic
exercises. These are designed to add control
and skill for specific moves common to
skiing. Whichever moves you find difficult
can be made easier with a little pre-condi-
tioning.
, Wedge. Hopping back and forth, from
the inside of one foot to the inside of the
other, duplicates the movements needed In
the basic wedge turn,
Skidded Turns. Jumping up and down
from each side of a box or bench is a good
leg strengthener, and will prepare you for
the fluidity and balance needed for basic
skidded turns.
Parallel Turns. Jump both feet side to
side while moving forward or stand
between two boxes and jump up on one,
Pavilion Weight Room
6:30-8:30a.m~M-F.
11:3O-12:30p.m. MW
1O:3O-12:30p.m. F.
1:30-3:30p.m. F.
• 5:30-9:00p~m. M-F
Noon-8:00p.m. Sat. and sun.
1l:30-1:30TR
by Julie Nash
The University News
Few would disagree that part of the
charm of skiing can be found in. the
spectacular scenery that envelops the skier.
skier. The exhilaration of gliding down a
snowy mountainside with perfect grace and
control helps to make skiing addictive to
many of us.
.,Yet many of us also have felt the agony
of screaming calf muscles and aching
knees, which inevitably seem to haunt the
slopes and lessen the enchantment of the
sport. Ther is no question that skiing is
_...mOE- enjoyable Y{1}~!L.Y9JL!lrefit~;ind ill
control. Many ski enthusiasts are convinced
that exercise can' and should be a year-
round activity that provides a basis for ski
fitness. A comprehensive exercise program
can increase the enjoyment found in skiing
for beginners, as well as experts. .
Are you interested in avoiding the
soreness often experienced while skidding
down .the mountain or later felt while
soaking in the tub? Below are 'some
exercises recommended by the Professional
Ski Instructors. of America. It is suggested
that you go through a routine 3 to 4 times a
week (especially during the skiing season)
and continue working for 30-45 minutes.
Your routine should begin with a warm-up
session, continue into flexibility, endurance
and strength exercises, and conclude with a
tapering-off period.
Warm-up exercises are necessary to
loosen up your muscles and joints. They
prepare you for the tough exercises you will
be doing later on. Those should include
head rotations, chest and shoulder stretch-
es, trunk rotations, side body bends, side
leg raises, trunk lifts and leg lifts. Don't
worry, those are the easy ones.
Now you are ready to continue on with
flexibility exercises. Poor flexibility limits
your range of movement and can lead to
soreness and lower back pain. Here are
some simple exercises that can increase
flexibility and control on the slopes.
Hip Flexor Stretch. Lie on your back an~
bring your right knee to your chest. Grab
your leg below the knee and pull you leg
slowly to your chest. Hold this stretched
Give your heart,:~nci those around you a
Valentine's 'present this year ... quit
smoking.
The. Respiratory Therapy Program of
BSU; in conjunction with the Idaho Lung
Association, will be offering a "Freedom
from Smoking" clinic. This program is
designed to help smokers join with others
who also want to quit their habit.
The seven-session clinic' will be held
Wednesdays from 12:00 to 1:30 and is open
to interested BSU faculty, students and
staff. An orientation session to acquaint
smokers with the program is scheduled for
Jan. 25.
To enroll in the program, or for more
information, call the Respiratory Therapy
Department at 385-3383. Enrollment is
limIted: .
,
·~rts.·brie(s' ~ " ~
back to the ground and up on the other: Its
.great for the legs. .
Traverse Over Bumps. Set a series of
ropes at varying heights and jump over
each rope in succession. Use both feet, then
jump on one.
Now that your are ready to ski in good
form, remember that Bogus Basin offers
you some great skiing and is located a mere
sixteen miles from Boise. .
. If you haven't made it to Bogus Basin yet
this year and are curious about the hours of
service and the prices' charged, here is a
quick rundownwhich may interest you: .
Opening to 10 p.m., the price is $16;
1 p.m. to 10 p.m., $14; and 5 p.m. to 10
p.m, $11.
Also, for those of you who. feel in top
condition and are prepared for a challenge,
get ready for the Sunstar Race series and
the Equitable Family Ski Challenge. Both
racing series are sponsored by Bogus Basin
and are .open to anyone who enjoys
competing on the slopes. The Sunstar Race
series is held every Saturday afternoon and
provides racing excitement for single
competitors. The Equitable Family Ski
Challenge, conducted each Sunday allows
for team work. For more information,
contact Bogus Basin at 343-1891.
McU's Ski Shop at Bogus Basin rents and
sells equipment and accessories for those
'who need them. Should you forget your
own equipment or find that you need
something due to breakage or loss, McU's
is there for you.
The Outdoor Activities Center at the,
Student Union rents cross country skiing
equipment. BSU students can rent a ski
package, including skis, boots and poles for
$3.50, or individual equipment at prices
ranging from .75 cents to $2. Prices are
slightly higher for faculty, alumni and the
general public. Group rates are also
available and it is advisable to reserve
equipment desired on weekends a few. days
in advance.
Recreation -
tournament
Recreation schedule
I·
Swimming Pool
6:30-8:30a.m. MWF
6:30-7:30a.m. TR
1l:40-1:30p.m. M-F
4:00-7:00p.m. MTW
4:3O-7:00p.m.R .
4:00-8:00p.m. F
1:OO-4:00p.m. Sat. and Sun.
Families - Wed. 4:00-7:00 -
Sat. and SUI1~1:OO-4:00p.m.
. PaviUon Facilities
General Hours: 6:30a.m.-9:00p.m.
M-F.
Noon-8:00p.m. Sat. and Sun.
Pavilion Auxiliary Gym
12:30-1:30 M-R
7:00-9:00p.m. M.
3:3O-5:3Op.m. TR.
7:30-11:30a.m. F.
3:3O-9:00p.m. WF.
12:00-8:00p.m. Sat. and Sun.
P .E. Annex Weight Room
11:3O-1:3Op.m. M-F
6:00-8:00p.m. M-F
12:00-4:00p.m. Sat. and Sun.
.ROAPWARRIOR
FAST TIMES AT
RIDGEMONT ·HIGH
Tft'l: .EXORCIST"
The recreation center in the SUB at BSU
will be holdmg a' seven-event recreation
tournament for full-time students
beginning Jan. 20 at noon.
The winners of the bowling, table tennis,
eight ball pool, backgammon, chess, darts
and foozball competitions will receive all
expense paid trips to a regional competition
at Montana State University later in the
month.
Entries will be accepted at the recreation
center up until competition time Jan. 20.
For more information, call 385-1456.
DESIGN OF THE MONTH '
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.LET, US DO 'YOUR CUSTOM
SCREEN PRINTING10 "10 Discount
fO,r BSU students
L&L SHIRT SHOP
Comics·, . - . . . . .
Classified
. "
Need a weekly comic book fix? We have
new comics (about. 30 titles each week),
40,000 old comics and thousands of used
science fiction books. New Mythology 1725
Broadway; Boise. '
Winter Tune-up special 129.95 parts and
labor. Jeff's Volkswagen Specialties, 376-
- 4686.
American Camaro and Firebird - Buy, sell,
or trade new and used parts. 119 E. 35th St.
344-0719. .
The legislative hotline needs volunteers. 2
hrs/wk. An opportunity to learn about
your legislature. Call Deanna Smith,
336-7010.
2 bedroom townhouses 7 I VI bath - laundry
room - swimming pool - 6 month leases.
Scandia Apartments. 345-5321. Ouiet
Liv;ng.9-5 only. $250/month, $120 deposit
deposit.
January Special - get VI lb. of fudge free
with each purchase of 1 lb. or more of Van
Duyn Chocolates. 8th St. Marketplace.
342-4464.
8th St. Creamery - Along with our ice
cream, we have 9 varieties of hot dog
specials. Try our new sloppy burgers. 8th
St. Marketplace. 345-1288.
Soap sud and Boy, Haul yourselves out of
bed and go to class or I'll crucify you. E.
Frog-
Looking for the gorgeous guy that came.
through the bookstore Jan. 11. 6'2",
blonde thick mustache. Please come by to
see me at the bookstore.
. ·:1
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Split personalities
by Don Rubin
Each of the characters at
the right is a composite of two
famous individuals. In fact.
most are actually costars,
having appeared together in
movies or in public life.
Place the edge of your hand
down the center of each face.
Then use the initials provided
to identify the pairs. below.
I z
1 L A
2 L _ S
3 S P
4 H A
5 B H
6 R T
1,'
;',
.The RealPuzzle'· Soluiion
Signing off
4
The firnt three persons to bring the
correct solution of the 'real puzzle' to
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How to make "1984' a reality
Although the yearis here a~d Orwell's future has yet to materialize, there is a
way we can make the dehumanized society of 1984 a reality. '
Here at BSU students can continueto relinquish their voting rights in ASBSU
elections. This ~ay,the people who distribute $17 of each student's full-time fees
cando so without looking beyond the special interests .of the few who vote them
into power each year. '
ASBSU is just like any political body in America today. Frequently,
fraternitites and clubs vote in candidates who promise to financially. support
them. Candidates need only trouble themselves with getting votes whenthey have
an opponent in an election. Last election, of the five senate posts open, two
senators were elected who ran unopposed.
The source of ASBSU's power is you--standing in line to pay your fees and the,
walking by the polls with a smug look on your face and a snide comment about
the ineffectiveness of ASBSU.
But ASBSU is effective--for a few with vested interests. To make it really
democratic each of us must educate himself and vote intelligently.
Representatives of ASBSU, The Student Programs Board, The University
News and possibly KBSU will be in the I3J).isean10ungUJl.Jl. 26 and 27 .from .I I
a.m. to2 p.m. We'll be handing out information and soliciting your comments
and suggestions. _
You've given us the price of a pizza and a movie with someone you like. Stop in
on your way to lunch or the bookstore and give us a piece of your mind.
...so then I said, ~'Vote?What for?"
Poly-sci student pitches for PIRG
It is election year next year and we need
some action. We need some change. We
need knowledgeable, responsible, and ac-
tive citizens to become involved with the
issues in order to make sure that the -
decisions reached are the ones reflecting
our own feelings about anyone given issue.
BSU students are those citizens that we
need to become involved. There are issues
such as the downtown area redevelopment,
educational funding, all the way to the
nuclear arsenal that need input by us as
students and responsible citizens. But what
good is one college student's opinion?
That opinion does a world of good when
added to the opinions of the rest of BStJ. A
Public Interest Research Group is now
forming at BSU. F'IRG would offer the
students a permanent, cohesive and organ-
ized group to use as a tool 'of involvement
in the issues important to the students.
PIRG will research the issues, come up
with the facts and then take action. The
more the students support PIRG, then the.
more action that can be taken. A few.
thousand student opinions organized in one
group is a prime moving force. Things will
begin to happen.
, -
Letters - For more information call 385-1142, or343-0058.
Kato Williams
BSU Political Science major
PIRG is a non-profit, student-funded
and student-organized corporation.
PIRG will not only offer a tool of
involvement for any issue but will offer
information services on a variety of
subjects.
PIRG will be wholly initiated and run by
students. It is a perfect mechanism for
jraining students in the use of the t061s of
productive citizenship, such as the Legisla--
ture or the legal system. When students
leave school they must be able to interpret
proposed policies, analyze them, and then
decide what would be best.for Idaho. The
PIRG would help train them in this area.
We live in Idaho's capital city, close to
the issues that affect us. We are an
intelligent group of people that should care
about the future (after all, it is ours). And
we are being given a chance to become
involved and bring about change, real
change. Become involved and support
BSU's Idaho PIRG.
NOW PILOTs
TWO POINTS UP
ON THE
COMPETITION.
If you love fine writing, now you can
choose between two Precise RollingBall pens
that write so fine yet flow so smoothly ybu'll
wonder how we made it possible.
Only The Precise allows you to write beeu-
tifully in either fine point or extra fine point.
The price? It's even finer. Only $1.19 each. ,
l
John Aikins
Contemporcrv
Classical 'Pianist
will appear
January 26 8:00pm
BSUStudent Ballroom
* Admission is free-to students
Coffee and Tea available
for more information
call 385-3654'
Sponsored by
the' Capuccino Concert
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..~, ..• ,M ,', hy do some people follow a False Idealogy?
. What is the Tfl/EtIdeology?
Does the World have to put up with anything'
IEiss,tllanthe 'ld~I'?, ,'.,., '., ... "... . '
Can the'ldeal'beachievedbv terror cindvlolence?
,Hear a smashing talk! Find out where America will be
in 2 yeors time I ,- _ \ ,
SPEAI<ER MIChaeIJarosz~o:
'learn how the fallacy occurS'
,._._AmericanLegi()n.HCJII"p~:Jonu·ary19
Policy ,',
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and preferably no longer
than 500 words. The letters must be
signed and a telephone number provided
for our verification procedures.
The University News reserves the right
to edit letters for spelling, grammar,
punctuation,length (if the letters exceed
SOOwords) and content. We reserve the
right to eliminate potentially libelous
statements and material not germane to
the intent of the letter. All efforts will be
made to accurately preserve the content
of the letter.
FromASBSU
} ,
, ,
Budget guidelines
Any of you who belong to BSU groups or
organizations that receive partial funding
from the ASBSU Student Government
probably know all too well what a painful
and frustrating experience it can be.
Before long the annual budgeting process
will begin, but hopefully with a new twist.
One of the major goals of the ASBSU
government is to set forth some fair and
equitable guidelines for distribution of'the
annual budget, which is over $300,000 per
year.
This task is a formidable one, but one
well worth' the undertaking and we in
ASBSU hope the new process will better
serve all concerned.
If you have any questions or suggestions
regarding this process, please don't hesitate
to contact the ASB office on the second
floor of the SUB or call 385-1440.
Deanna Weaver
ASBSU President
.ASBSU days
~,'
Campus briefs
January 26-27 has been set aside as
"ASBSU Days" to beheld in the Boisean
Lounge from 11:00 a.m, to 2:00 p.m, This
will be an opportunity for students to find
out about their government, not only the
individuals involved, but also the issues
handled by each faction and the processes
through which they pass.
Resident advisors
The Office of Student Residential Life is
accepting applications for the Resident
Advisor program for the 1984-85 academic
year. All applicants must have a cumu-
lative GPA of 2.25 or above.
Resident Advisors are students who live
in the residence halls and help maximize the
residential experience for the rnembers of
those halls. They facilitate the development
of a sense of community and respect for the
rights of others within the halls. They also
help identify and assist individuals who
may have special needs in the areas of
personal, career, or academic problems.
Resident Advisors also implement the
University and residence hall policies and
procedures.
Since availability is critical to being
effective as a Resident Advisor, participa-
tion in varsity sports, holding a major
office in another organization, or carrying
a second job all are discouraged,
Those who are interested in the program,
like people, hard work, and enjoy helping
others, should apply at the Office of
Student Residential Life,' Room 110,
Administration Building. The deadline for
application is Jan. 30, 1984. The Office
of Student Residential Life is an equal
opportunity employer and does not dis-
criminate on the basis of race, color,
national origiri or handicap.
Elections
ASBSU elections for president, vice-
president and one senator from each school
will be held March 20-21. Candidates
should pick up petitions in the Student
Activities Office, 2nd floor of the SUB.
Each ASBSU senatorial candidate must
collect SO signatures of supporters to
complete his or her petition. ASBSU
Executive' Office candidates must collect
100 signatures. The deadline for completed
petitions to be turned in to the Student
Activities Office is Feb. 13.
SPB film guide
The University News will publish the
doublepage guide to the Student Programs
Board'sYou: Star Film Series. This guide,
published as apublic service, willfeature a
comprehensive listing of the movies to be
shown in the Spring Four Star Film Series.
The series begins Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, January 27-29 with the 1984 Film
Festival.
Press release policy
Any BSU club, department, student,
staff or faculty is invited to submit press
releases to appear in this section. Press
releases should be typed, double-spaced
and contain a name and phone number for
more information. Address releases to
Editor, The University News, 2nd floor of
the SUB. .
Anthropology club
The BSU Anthropology Club is having a
business meeting on Thursday, Jan. 19 at
2:30 p.rn, in the Caribou Room of the SUB.
People interested in joining the club are
welcome; and need not be an anthropology
major. '
Students! Earn extra $$ Save'those hard to get $$
Do you have neat clothes that you just never seem to
wear anymore? Want new ones but hate to spend a
fortune to get them?
WE CAN HELP,
Dee's Duds
Clothing on Consignment
moved to a bigger and better location
1218 Broadway
(between Budget Tapes endCol's Auto Parts)
; , Mon-Sat lOam -6pm 342-4879
WESTGATE
IMPORT' PARTS
. .PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL IMPORT CARS
OPEN 7 DAYS
AWEEK
WEEKDAYS 8-6 SAT. 10-4 SUN.12-5
377-9777
7480 FAIRVIEW AVE.
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
Jan. 27 'Metropolis,' 'Just Imagine'
Jan. 28 'Things to Come," 'The Day
the Earth Stood Still' ,
Jan. 29 'THX.1138,' 'Dark Star'
Education Bldg. 112 BSU students,
faculty, and staff (ID required) $1
Senior citizens $1 Public $2.50
1984 FILM
FESTIVAL
i.'
I.
BIG BROTHER
IS WATCHING,YOU
Entire stock of Men's &Women's
Cords at $1997
Entire stock of Men's &Women's
.Winter Sweaters at'1/2 price
Winter and Holiday Coordinate
Groups-« 40% to 50% off
Lady SOl-only $1597'
Select long and short Dresses
r at 40% off
Men's Winter Dress Slacks-30 % off
BOclANGLES
, , '
ThUrsday,January 19,1984 The UniversityNews ,.1
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